
Elena NEMYKH(KARTSEVA),contact: connectionsfilm7@gmail.com, 
Skype:Elena Nemykh
https://www.stage32.com/profile/596114
Main specialty: producer, director Film and TV, scriptwriter
member of Women in film(WIF)
member of FilmIndependent(FI)
member of Russian filmmakers of Kinosoyuz, 
graduated Moscow University of communications(MEIC):broudcasting'87
All-Russian Institute of Cinematography named of Sergey Gerasimov, specialty: filmmaker
( workshop of Evgeny Tashkov) in 1996
NYFA Moscow (producer's workshop:Lydia Cedrone) 2013

The creator of the site for co-production “Cinemamuet”:
http://cinemamuet.tilda.ws/
( co-production company) (Paris))
Writer of books:
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B075F9MCZ2
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B076T1LPX2

 2018: producer, co-author of the script, director of the feature film 
"My father: my guardian angel"  (in production) based on play of the same name (script: Elena 
Nemykh, Nadezhda Shakhova)
2017: producer, author of  idea, co-scriptwriter of TV series "Jump" (script: Elena Nemykh), 
"Another Life" (scriptwriters: Viktor Shenderovich, Konstantin Mulin, Elena Nemykh), "Club"
(scriptwriters: Elena Nemykh, Anastasia Volkova (in production)
2017: short feature film "President" (scriptwriter: Elena Nemykh) based on  play 
"My President" with the same name (scriptwriters: Franz Hohler, Elena Nemykh) (in production)
2016: producer and director of feature film "Dumb Bird" (in production) based on  play of the 
same name (scriptwriters: Elena Nemykh, Natalya Nazarova)
2015: producer of  documentary film "By steps" (in production) "Nature in the nude" 
(in production),«Churches of the world» in production
2014:producer and director of the feature film“ Crossing in Space”, in production
2013:director of 2 feature TV movies «Long way for home» (channel Domashny)
2011/2012:independent producer, producer of German-Russian project “Connections” 
( Sunnysideup Film & Service, Germany)
2011:creative producer of the TV feature movies“Vazhnyak "(NTV) 
2009-2010 : chief-director of the TV feature movies"The Invisibles" 
(DTV, Inter, Teleformat) 
2009:director of documentary films "The Soviet underwear", "Stalinka" (TVC studio "Reporter 
Film"), author and director of "Photoalbom”: Mikhail Lubimov, Lydmila Alekseeva, Henry Reznik, 
Viktor Shenderovich, Mary Slonim (channel: "Who's Who ") 
2008-2009:producer and director documentary films: "Leaving the monastery," "Epidemia," 
"Mama, I'm pregnant," "Love is a foreigner," "I love the married man," "Unequal marriage" from 
the series “Stories of the big city "(channel TNT studio" Silent Movie "),
"The Burden of Fame, " Man of the crowd "(TVC),"  VIA” 1 and 2 series (Grant “TPO Union," 
channel "Russian World", "Nostalgia") 

http://cinemamuet.tilda.ws/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B076T1LPX2
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B075F9MCZ2


2007-2008: the author and director ,co-producer:
12 serial feature film "I shall return" (1 channel, nominee "Golden Eagle", 2010, Profit studio, 
Studio Slon) 
2007: author,director,producer of documentary films: "Slaves of the two dictatorships" and 
"Sunshine" from series "History of a Song" (1 channel) 
2005: the author, director, project manager for "The Birth of victory" for the 60th anniversary of 
victory (NTV) (Teffy-2005 nominee for Best Director, Prize of the Union of Journalists)
2001:documentary “Heavy burden of freedom”(author:Mary Slonim),INTERNEWS
director
1996-2005: director of TV programmes “In press”,“Itogo”,”Profession:reporter”
(Teffy award-2000 , "Golden Ostap" -2001), “Dachniky”(author:Masha Shahova)
1998-2001 : director of feature sketch episodes for TV humor program of 
Victor Shenderovich(ITOGO)
1996:30minutny feature film «Amata nobis» based on the story of Ivan Bunin, "Rusya" 
The film was a member of several Russian and international festivals in the framework of Institute 
of Cinematography (Short Film Festival in Sao Paulo, Brazil, 1997, and the festival Wursburge, 
Germany, 1998) The prize for literary festival screenings in Gatchina, 1997, and prize student 
festival VGIK in 1998 . 
1995:producer,director of music videoclips
1993-1995:producer,director,author of TV programmes “Business people”, “Breakfast with 
star”and etc.


